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ABSTRACT: A minimal replication−transcription complex
(RTC) of SARS-CoV-2 for synthesis of viral RNAs includes the
nsp12 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and two nsp8 RNA
primase subunits for de novo primer synthesis, one nsp8 in complex
with its accessory nsp7 subunit and the other without it. The RTC
is responsible for faithfully copying the entire (+) sense viral
genome from its first 5′-end to the last 3′-end nucleotides through
a replication-intermediate (RI) template. The single-stranded (ss)
RNA template for the RI is its 33-nucleotide 3′-poly(A) tail
adjacent to a well-characterized secondary structure. The ssRNA
template for viral transcription is a 5′-UUUAU-3′ next to stem-
loop (SL) 1′. We analyze the electrostatic potential distribution of
the nsp8 subunit within the RTC around the template strand of
the primer/template (P/T) RNA duplex in recently published cryo-EM structures to address the priming reaction using the viral
poly(A) template. We carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with a P/T RNA duplex, the viral poly(A) template, or a
generic ssRNA template. We find evidence that the viral poly(A) template binds similarly to the template strand of the P/T RNA
duplex within the RTC, mainly through electrostatic interactions, providing new insights into the priming reaction by the nsp8
subunit within the RTC, which differs significantly from the existing proposal of the nsp7/nsp8 oligomer formed outside the RTC.
High-order oligomerization of nsp8 and nsp7 for SARS-CoV observed outside the RTC of SARS-CoV-2 is not found in the RTC
and not likely to be relevant to the priming reaction.

■ INTRODUCTION

Primase synthesizes short RNA primers both for DNA
polymerases (pols), which cannot synthesize a primer de
novo, and for some RNA pols that are incapable of synthesizing
primers, including the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) nsp12 of SARS-CoV-2.1−3 Therefore, primase is an
essential component of the replication and transcription
complexes (RTC). Many RNA pols are bifunctional and can
carry out both primer synthesis and primer elongation, such as
the single-subunit T7 RNA pol, the multi-subunit E. coli RNA
pol, and the eukaryotic RNA pol II.4−7 Primer synthesis and
primer elongation, however, are two distinct processes. A phase
transition from primer synthesis to primer elongation often
involves dramatic unfolding-refolding-like conformational
changes as if they were two completely different enzymes,
folded from the same single polypeptide sequences.8 During
primer synthesis in transcription, RNA pols recognize the
promoter sequence and bind it tightly.4−6 The free energy of
this binding enables the enzymes to melt and unwind the DNA
duplex, forming a transcription bubble where de novo primer
synthesis occurs. Before the transition from primer synthesis to

primer elongation, RNA pols must undergo a significant
conformational change to escape from the tightly bound
promoter, a process known as promoter escape; otherwise, the
pols will keep synthesizing short RNA primers in a process
known as the abortive cycle of primer synthesis.9 To avoid the
complexity of the transition from primer synthesis to primer
elongation, many viruses often encode their own primase with
the exception of a few notable examples, such as HIV.3,10,11

Instead, HIV packs in its mature virion at high concentration
of human tRNALys3, which serves as a primer for the first run of
DNA synthesis. Then, the HIV reverse transcriptase retains a
special poly-purine-track (PPT) sequence of its genome to
serve as a primer for the second run of DNA synthesis.
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Many coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2,
and murine hepatitis virus (MHV), encode a very small
primase nsp8 and an accessory subunit nsp7.3 How the
primase binds and recognizes the preferred priming sequence
from the templates of SARS-CoV-2 remains puzzling and is the
subject of our study. The de novo primer synthesis by SARS-
CoV-2 nsp8 primase involves the binding of the template
strands plus two UTPs during the replication-intermediate
(RI) synthesis or two ATPs during viral transcription, all of
which have multiple negative charges.3 For this feature, the
primase activity is prone to inhibition by citrate and other
multivalent anions as observed in the human primase.12 Yet,
the isoelectric point of the SARS-CoV nsp8 primase is 6.5,
which shows clearly that it is an acidic protein that differs from
many basic nucleic acid-binding proteins.13 Therefore, the
binding of both the templates (and template/primer) and two
initiation NTPs requires special clustering of positively charged
residues (Arg/Lys). When nsp8 and nsp7 of SARS-CoV were
mixed in a one-to-one ratio, they formed a stable hexadecamer
with a central pore where many positively charged residues are
clustered.13,14 The size of the pore is comparable to that of the
replication processive factor sliding-clamp protein, leading to
the hypothesis that this pore binds nucleic acids. The nsp8
primase can synthesize RNA primers with a moderate
efficiency in the presence of nsp7 outside the RTC, but with
reduced efficiency in its absence.15,16 Site-directed mutagenesis
of some positive residues (i.e., K58A) greatly impaired the de
novo primer synthesis, supporting the hypothesis that the
oligomerization might be important for the priming
reaction.15,16

There are several issues with the current hypothesis for the
priming-active form of the nsp8 primase. The high-order
oligomers of nsp7/nsp8 that were observed for SARS-CoV
have not yet been observed for SARS-CoV-2. For SARS-CoV-
2, there are two copies of the same nsp8/nsp7 complex present
in the asymmetric unit in two crystal structures (i.e., the molar
ratio of nsp8 to nsp7 is one-to-one, but not two-to-one as
observed in the RTC), but they do not form the same high-
order oligomers as SARS-CoV.17−20 Only a single nsp8/nsp7
heterodimeric complex was found inside the nsp8/nsp7/nsp12
RTC of SARS-CoV-2, with no evidence of any other high-
order oligomers.21 The second nsp8 subunit within the RTC
does not interact with an accessory subunit. If the hypothetical
nsp7/nsp8 oligomers are indeed required for the priming
reactions, many other intermediates should exist,22 none of
which have been observed. These oligomers would have to be
extensively remodeled so that the de novo synthesized primer
inside the central pore could be transferred and loaded onto
the RTC for primer elongation.22 Moreover, the catalytically
important carboxylates D50/D52 of the nsp8 primase are
partially buried at the oligomeric interface.16 Many other cryo-
EM structures of the nsp8/nsp7/nsp12 subcomplexes from
SARS-CoV-2 have been reported.21−33 These structures
contain a variety of primer/template (P/T) RNA duplexes
with the 3′-end of the primer strand at the pol active site (or
near it), including the substrate complex, the product complex
with or without the pyrophosphate product bound, the
remdesivir (or other nucleotide analog)-containing complexes,
the post and pre-translocation complexes, the backtracking
complexes with different lengths of unpaired 3′ primers, a
gapped P/T duplex complex, and a strand-displaced P/T
duplex complexes. All contain a conserved nsp8/nsp7/nsp12/
nsp8 core.

A typical RTC includes two helicase nsp13 subunits, which
are responsible for unwinding the secondary structures of the
RNA template stem and pseudoknot structures and for strand-
switching events. It is responsible for faithfully copying the
entire (+) viral genome from the first 5′-end nucleotide to the
last nucleotide of the 3′-poly(A) tail through a replication
intermediate (RI) template.34−36 There are 36 unstructured
nucleotides at the 3′-tail exiting from the P5 stem of the SARS-
CoV-2 genome, including a 33-nucleotide poly(A) tail. This
template is faithfully copied into a 33 nucleotide 5′-poly(U) in
the RI sequence. This sequence is unique only to the RNA
virus known as the poly(U) negative-sense (PUN) template of
transcription intermediate (TI) and often elicits a strong
immune response.37 Remarkably, the nsp13 helicase is not
required to unwind the template for the priming reaction when
the template is already single-stranded (ss).
Here, we focus on analysis of the viral ss-poly(A) template

binding at the RTC and how it provides support to the
mechanistic hypothesis that this binding would be competent
for the priming reaction. In the RTC complex, D50/D52 of
both primase subunits are exposed. We provide molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to show that an arrangement of
positive residues on these nsp8 primase subunits within the
RTC can bind ssRNA templates.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
The RNA-backtracked 7krp RTC structure (determined using
cryo-electron microscopy at 3.2-Å resolution)21 was selected as
a starting point for our MD simulation (Figure 1). The RTC
structure includes the RNA polymerase nsp12, one primase
nsp8 subcomplex with its accessory subunit nsp7, another nsp8
without it, and a P/T double-stranded (ds) RNA duplex.
Divalent metal ions and other ligands were removed from the
structure and three runs of MD simulations were carried out
with (i) a P/T duplex complex as it was in the 7krp structure;
(ii) after removal of its primer strand; and (iii) after
replacement of all 36-nucleotides in the template with a
model of 36-nucleotide ss-poly(A), which was built using the
Mutagenesis Wizard of Pymol.38

Schrödinger’s Maestro was used to prepare the complex
structure for MD simulations,39 including Protein Preparation
Wizards for assignment of bond orders and protonation states
and for addition of missing H atoms and side chains. The
complex was placed in a water box of 116 Å × 182 Å × 165 Å
with a cushion of ∼15 Å from the complex boundary. Na+ ions
were added to neutralize the complex. The topology and
parameters were generated using the LEaP program of the
AmberTools package.40 MD simulations were carried out using
the program NAMD (nanoscale MD) after the following 3-
step initial energy minimization,41,42 including (i) 50 ps-
position optimization of water molecules with the protein−
nucleic acids structure fixed, (ii) 50 ps position side-chain
optimization, and (iii) 100 ps global position optimization.
Equilibrium was performed at 310 K, corresponding to the
physiological temperature of the human body. MD simulations
over 100 ns were carried out with an increment of 2 fs per step.
We analyzed initially 3750 frames from 75 ns MD

trajectories and then all 5000 frames from 100 ns after
removing all water molecules. All MD configurations were
aligned and written out into individual PDB files, one file per
trajectory, using VMD.43 MD-derived electrostatic potential
(ESP) maps were calculated using the CCP4 suite as follows.44

Each aligned PDB file was moved to the center of a box of 120
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Å × 180 Å × 160 Å using the routine pdbset of CCP4.44

Structure factors were calculated using a library of electron
scattering factors for neutral atoms with the program sfall at 1.0
Å resolution, at grids of 340 Å × 532 Å × 480 Å with an added
ΔB-factor value of 8 Å2 to minimize the Fourier series
termination effect.44 ESP maps were calculated using the
routine fft, and the all ESP maps are averaged using the
program mapsig.44 For detailed calculations, an example
command script file is provided in online Supporting
Information along with self-explanatory instructions and self-
contained dependent scripts.
The equilibrated model of the 7krp structure was fitted into

the MD-ESP maps using the program Chimera and refined
against them using both Phenix and Refmac5 of CCP4.44−46

The model was rebuilt using the graphics program Coot in 3-
to 6-passes of iterations refined using Refmac5.45,47 Figures
were made using the program Pymol.38 Molecular ESP was
calculated using the program PDBj/F-surf at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M
NaCl.48

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basic Features of nsp8 Primase within the Existing
Structures of the RTC and within the nsp7/nsp8
Oligomers. Figure 1 shows the 7krp structure of the nsp8/
nsp7/nsp12 P/T complex of SARS-COV-2, the charge-only
ESP feature of the nsp8 primase, and the distribution of
positive residues (Lys/Arg) on nsp8.21 The primer strand has
three unpaired nucleotides at the 3′-end and permits the P/T
duplex to backtrack by three nucleotides away from the
polymerase active site. Backtracking is a common mechanism
that permits unpaired nucleotides of the primer stand to move
into the nsp14 exoribonuclease active site for removal of
mispairings. However, we find that a remdesivir mono-
phosphate (RMP)-added primer strand remains Watson−
Crick base-paired with the templating U base and does not
backtrack readily, highlighting the robustness of the resulting
complex.26 The pol-catalytic carboxylates (D760/D761 of the
nsp12) and primase carboxylates (D50/D52) of the nsp8
primase active site are separated by ∼60 Å or two helical turns
of the RNA duplex.
The nsp7-free nsp8 subunit has an “L” shape and a golf club-

like structure with a long helix N-terminal domain (αB) and a
compact C-terminal domain (CTD) for binding to nsp7 (see
below), linked by a short helix (αC) (Figure 2). The helical
domain has a hairpin with another short helix (αA). The two
known catalytic carboxylates D50/D52 responsible for the
priming activity are located at the junction near the N-terminal
domain (NTD) of the first helix αA.15,16 The nsp7-bound nsp8
subunit has a kink in the long helix (αB + αB′), positioning
four patches of positively charged Lys and Arg residues evenly
spaced along the long helix αB although the number of charges
in each patch varies. The spacing of positive residues matches
nearly perfectly the pitch of P/T RNA duplex in A-form bound
within the RTC such that these positive charges are
responsible for high-affinity binding to the phosphate back-
bone of the P/T duplex. The structural model shows that the
spacing should match the pitch of the B-form DNA duplex as
well after slightly tilting the helical axis of the protein relative
to the helical axis of the duplex. In fact, the nsp8 primase can
efficiently use a ssDNA template to synthesize RNA primers de
novo.15

A reorientation of αB of nsp8-A has been observed to rotate
by about 45° away from its normal position in an RTC
complex containing a strand-displaced P/T duplex (the
fraction was so low that the coordinates of that structure
were not provided by authors).22 This new orientation likely
aligns with the displaced RNA strand. In the absence of nucleic
acid, in the apo nsp8/nsp7/nsp12 structure, both αA and αB
helices of nsp8 are completely disordered. All these
observations suggest that the αB helix of nsp8 provides a
scaffold for binding both the ssRNA template and the dsP/T
RNA duplex product of the priming reaction. Upon de novo
synthesis of short RNA primers by nsp8, spiral translocation of
the P/T move the synthesized primer into the pol active site
for primer elongation (separated by ∼two helical turns or ∼60
Å). All current structures of the RTC complexes represent
conformations after such a translocation step.
Catalytic carboxylates are responsible for the negative ESPs

of the active site of DNA and RNA pols (including the RNA
polymerase nsp12 of SARS-CoV-2) before the binding of two
divalent metal ions. However, that distinct feature is not
observed in the molecular ESP feature of the nsp8 primase

Figure 1. 7krp structure of the RTC and electrostatic properties of the
nsp8 primase. (A) Overall structure: nsp12 RNA polymerase (gray),
nsp7 (red)-bound nsp8 (cyan, nsp8-B), nsp7-free nsp8 (green, nsp8-
A), primer (blue)/template (gold) RNA duplex with the primase
active D50/D52 residues, and pol-active D760/761 residues in red
spheres. (B) Positive Lys/Arg residues on both nsp18 subunits are
shown in the CPK model. (C) Template strand-nsp8 interactions
after the primer strand, nsp12, and nsp7 subunits are removed. (D,E)
Rear views of (B,C). (F) Superposition of nsp8-A and nsp8-B with the
P/T RNA duplex bound shows a conserved nsp8-RNA duplex
interacting mode. (G) Template strand−nsp8 interactions after the
primer strand is removed. (H) Two 180° views of the electrostatic
model of nsp8. (I) Two views of CPK models of nsp8 with positive
Lys/Arg residues. Arrows indicate four patches of positive Arg/Lys
residues of nsp8 (the first to the fourth from top to bottom). Cluster
Cα−Cα spacing of positively charged residues is 15.4 ± 2.0 Å.
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subunit in the absence of divalent metal ions since nearby
positive residues cancel the negative ESPs of these carboxylates
(Figure 1H). It is also possible that local structural changes
may occur when the primase binds the ssRNA template and
that its structure may differ from the dsRNA bound form,
particularly one lacking a free 3′-hydroxyl near the primase
active site. Nonetheless, two carboxylates of both nsp8
subunits are very close to the primer strand of the P/T RNA
duplex (Figure 1), suggesting that the overall conformation of
the P/T RNA duplex may resemble that of the ssRNA
template.
The interface between nsp7 and nsp8 is the only conserved

structural feature among all nsp7/nsp8 complexes (such as
2ahm, 6yhu, 7krp, 7jlt, and 6wiq) (Figure 2),13,17,19−21 which
is present in all pol structures of SARS-CoV-2, as described
previously.21−33 Neither the hexadecameric nor the octameric
nsp7/nsp8 complexes of SARS-CoV have been observed for
SARS-CoV-2, either inside or outside the RTC. Therefore, the
original hypothesis that the central pore of these oligomers
binds the template for prime synthesis remains uncer-
tain.13,17,21 Moreover, the catalytic carboxylates (D50/D52)
are partially buried at the oligomeric interface. These structural
features combined with the results of our analysis suggest that
the two nsp8 subunits within the RTC might be catalytically
relevant, so the original mechanistic hypothesis that the RNA
primer is synthesized inside the central pore of an isolated
hexadecameric nsp7/nsp8 complex of SARS-COV might not

be relevant to the priming reaction of the SARS-CoV-2
primase.13 Likewise, it might no longer be necessary to assume
that the hexadecameric complex would have to open to hand
over the primer to the nsp12 polymerase of the RTC after
synthesizing it inside the central pore.22 Furthermore, we note
that the positively charged αB of nsp8 is expected to bind to
negatively charged surfaces of the adjacent nsp7/nsp8
complex, forming non-catalytic oligomers that may mislead
the interpretation of experimental results.13

Binding of nsp7 to nsp8 rotates the helical domain of nsp8
by ∼180° around the axis that is ∼40° from the helical axis
relative to the CTD of nsp8 (Figure 2). This rotation allows
two nsp8 subunits to simultaneously bind to the same ssRNA
template, one with nsp7-bound nsp8 while the other with
nsp7-free nsp8. The rotation also allows two nsp8 subunits to
bind to the nsp12 polymerase, simultaneously binding one P/
T RNA duplex while positioning the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer
strand at the pol-active site. Therefore, we analyzed whether
the two nsp8 subunits in the same conformation of the nsp7-
free (nsp8-A) or the nsp7-bound form (nsp8-B) could bind to
the dsRNA or ssRNA in the same way as the two different
conformations of the two nsp8 subunits observed in the RTC
complex. Upon replacement of the nsp8-A form by the nsp8-B
form, we find that the two nsp7-free nsp8 subunits cannot bind
in the same way because their C-terminal domains would clash
(Figure 3). However, when nsp8-B was replaced by nsp8-A,
the two nsp7-bound nsp8 subunits could bind to the same
dsRNA, or ssRNA, without clashing. Therefore, we consider
that if the conformations of the two nsp8 subunits observed
within the RTC are critical for the priming reaction, the two
nsp8 subunits in the nsp8-B conformation could be catalyti-
cally active. Without nsp7, however, the ss-poly(A) template or
P/T RNA duplex would not bind to two nsp8 subunits because
the conformation of the nsp8 structure would be sterically
hindered. In the presence of the nsp7 subunit, the
conformation of the nsp8 primase becomes bent and rotates
to a conformation that can bind to the nucleic acid substrate,
providing a structural model for the enhanced efficiency of the
nsp8 primase induced by nsp7.15,16

In addition to the four patches of positive electrostatic
potential, there is a negative patch at the helical hairpin of nsp8
(Figure 3C) that can likely stabilize high-order oligomers by
the hsp7/hsp8 heterodimeric complex. Positive and negative
patches are distributed on the surface of the nsp8 subunit,
oriented at about 140° apart (Figure 3C), so they can stabilize

Figure 3. Conformation-dependent binding of nsp8 subunits to the
ssRNA template. (A) Conformation of nsp8-A (salmon and green) in
nsp8-B (light cyan) position. (B) Conformation of nsp8-B (salmon
and cyan) in the nsp8-A (light green) position. (C) Close-up views of
electrostatic potential of the nsp8 subunits in successive rotation of
140, 90, 90, and 90°.

Figure 2. Conformations of nsp8. (A) Superposition of the CTD of
the two nsp8 subunits within the RTC with bound P/T RNA duplex.
(B) Removal of the P/T RNA duplex. (C,D) Two close-up views of
the NTD/CTD junctions of the two nsp8 subunits. (E,F)
Superposition of CTD of the nsp8 subunits (multicolor) with
additional nsp7/nsp8 structures (2ahm, 6yhu, and 7krp) in complex
with nsp7 (silver).
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the two nsp8 subunits forming a concave surface where the ss-
poly(A) template binds.
MD-Derived ESP Maps for the nsp8 Primase within

the RTC. We hypothesize that the ssRNA template alone can
bind to nsp8 by matching positive residues to the backbone
phosphates of ssRNA as observed in the RTC. In that model,
the ssRNA template can bind to two nsp8 subunits, so
formation of the priming active complex requires one nsp8
subunit in the nsp7-free conformation and another one in the
nsp7-bound conformation.
We carried out 100 ns MD simulations (Figure 4A−C) for

the 7krp RTC complex containing (i) the original RNA
sequence of the P/T duplex, (ii) after the removal of primer
strand (Figure 4D−F), and (iii) after the replacement of 36-
nucleotide template strand with a 36-nucleotide poly(A)
template (Figure 4G−I) to test the hypothesis that patches of
positive residues (Lys/Arg) provide a suitable ESP to anchor
the ssRNA template for the priming reaction. Equilibrated
models were derived and refined to 1.30 Å resolution with
residual R-factors of 18.8, 25.0, and 23.2% between the MD-
derived structure factors and model-derived structure factors
for the three structures, respectively. The overall B-factors for
these models are 48.0, 58.1, and 82.5 Å2 (small uncorrected
rotations of the entire molecule may account for an increased
overall B-factor value). Corresponding root-mean-square
derivations (rmsD) of the entire MD trajectories for all non-
H atoms of the three MD structures are 0.78, 0.85, and 1.02 Å,
respectively (rmsD = [B/(8π2)]1/2). They are equivalent to

Wilson B-factors of crystallographic data sets, representing
intrinsic dynamical properties that would limit the highest
achievable local resolutions in the corresponding cryo-EM
image reconstruction.
With a generic non-poly(A) template derived from the 7krp

structure, the ssRNA template is rapidly refolded in MD
trajectories to have a kink-like structure near the pol-active site
(Figure 4D−F). The resulting configuration is distinct when
compared to the helical conformation of dsRNA and positions
the fourth patch of positive residues (Arg/Lys) of nsp8 near
the pol-active site interacting with the phosphate backbone
that is not present in the P/T duplex or the poly(A) template
complex.
We find that the ss-poly(A) template remains largely in a

helical conformation, as in the conformation of the P/T duplex
(Figure 4G−I). Residues of both nsp8 subunits proximal to the
catalytic residues (D50/D52) in the primase active site are
more ordered than those that are far away from them,
suggesting that the stable conformation of the stacked poly(A)

Figure 5. MD-ESP maps (contoured at +4σ) for the P/T dsRNA
(A,B), for the template RNA-only (C,D), and for the poly(A)
template (E,F) in the stereodiagram (A,C,E) and mono-view with
detailed polymerase-nucleic acid H-bonds at the major groove of the
P/T duplex (B,D,F). The pol nsp12 side chains and density are shown
in cyan, templates in gold, and the primer in salmon. View
orientations are the same for panels (A), (C), and (E), but different
for panels (B), (D), and (F).

Figure 4. MD simulation-derived ESP maps for the 7krp complex
with the bound P/T ds-RNA duplex (A−C), or the ssRNA template-
only complex (D−F), or the modeled ss-poly(A) template complex
(G−I). MD-ESP maps are contoured at low (+1σ, cyan; +0.5σ, green)
and high (+4σ, salmon) contouring levels superimposed onto the
corresponding atomic models, which are rainbow-colored by atomic
B-factors, ramped up from 2 to 100 Å2 (blue-to-cyan-to-red). Insets
show ESP features for nucleic acids at low and high contouring levels.
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structure bound to both the nsp8 primase subunits could be
catalytically relevant. The stacked conformation in the poly(A)
template is much stronger than a generic ssRNA template,
which allows its phosphate backbone to deviate from the
helical conformation through attractive interactions with the
fourth patch of positive residues of nsp8 subunits near the pol-
active site of the nsp12.49,50 However, it remains to be
established whether atomic motions of the ss-poly(A) template
and the nsp8 subunits are affected by divalent metal ions
(Mg2+) and incoming NTPs at the primase active site.
The structural model of the RTC with the P/T duplex

equilibrated by our MD simulations is essentially the same as
the experimental 7krp model although with much more reliable
information on H-bonds due to the improved resolution
relative to the cryo-EM map (Figure 5A,B).21 We find that a β-
like strand consisting of nsp12 primase residues I494−S501 is
inserted into the major groove of the P/T duplex. V557 is
packed against the nucleobase of the templating nucleotide
which is responsible for unpairing of the mismatched RNA
duplex, during the backtracking movement, for passing the
mismatches into the exoribonuclease active site for hydrolysis.
We also note that K500 interacts with the phosphate backbone
of the template strand and with N7 of an A nucleotide, causing
the template strand to adopt two alternative conformations

locally at this location. Furthermore, N496 forms an H bond
with the phosphate backbone of the template strand. Adjacent
to this β-like strand, K577 interacts with the template strand,
which remains in all three structures, and R513 interacts with
the phosphate backbone of the primer strand, which remains in
the non-poly(A) template (Figures 5, 6).
The MD-derived ESP map from the entire trajectories of the

7krp structure represents the underlying equilibrated structure
for the backsliding complex (Figure 6). In fact, MD trajectories
contain at least two distinct components: (i) backslided
complex and (ii) backsliding complex. In the backslided
complex (of a major fraction), K500 interacts with A19/A20
phosphates of the RNA template strand. In the backsliding
complex (of a minor fraction), K500 interacts with N7 of A20.
These two complexes are mutually exclusive in the MD
trajectories, that is, K500 can be part of either one complex,
but not both simultaneously, suggesting that the movement of
K500 helps to the movement of the RNA template strand
(Figure 6B). It is likely that the backsliding process observed in
MD simulations is in fact biologically relevant to the
translocation process of the RNA duplex immediately after
incorporation of each nucleotide monophosphate and essential
for the priming reaction by the nsp8 primase within the RTC.

Figure 6. H-bonding patterns of backsliding and backslided complexes observed in MD simulations for the 7krp structure. (A−C). Three H-
bonding patterns involving K500 of the polymerase are in three colors, with A19 phosphate (green), A20 phosphate (gold), and N7 of the A20 base
in a minor conformation (salmon or magenta) of the RNA template strand. (A) MD-derived ESP maps contoured at high (+8σ, green isosurfaces)
and low (+3σ, silver isomeshes) levels. (B) Interatomic distances as a function of the MD trajectory frame number. (C) Probability density function
of interatomic distances. (D−F). Two H-bonding patterns involving K577 and N496 of the polymerase with the A22 phosphate.
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An interesting observation from our MD simulations was
that the non-poly(A) template strand was rapidly refolded to a
new stable conformation when the primer strand was removed
from the complex (Figure 5C,D). Part of the refolded template
was displaced toward the new position (that was occupied by
the primer strand in the dsRNA complex), making a specific
H-bond between D499 and the N3 of a U nucleobase. The
refolded template makes stronger H-bonds with N496 relative
to the dsRNA duplex, with well-defined MD ESP features
(Figure 6). The refolding processing was not observed in the
poly(A) template, where its helical conformation is more rigid
than the non-poly(A) template, and it extends to the primase
active site for the priming reaction (Figure 5E,F).
The distributions of ESP maps and atomic B-factors

provided by MD simulations of our structural models bear a
striking similarity with those obtained from the cryo-EM maps.
In both cases, also the interior of the model has smaller atomic
B-factors (higher local resolution), while the periphery loops
have larger B-factors. We note that our MD simulations and
analysis of ESP distribution on the nsp8 primase subunits
within the RTC suggests that the nsp8 can bind to the ssRNA
template in a helical conformation, particularly, the viral
poly(A) template. However, coronaviruses also encode the
accessory subunit nsp9, which can also bind to ssRNA (as well
as ssDNA).51−54 So, it remains to be established whether nsp9
is involved in the in vivo priming reaction, for example, by
loading or transferring ssRNA templates onto the RTC for the
priming reaction. The possible functions of nsp9 after the post-
priming reaction have been discussed, most noticeably in the
mononucleotide phosphate transfer reactions and cap syn-
thesis.55−57

In summary, our structural analysis of the nsp7/nsp8
subcomplex within the RTC shows that the nsp8 subunit has
a distribution of positive residues (Lys/Arg) ideally suited to
provide complementary binding interactions with the back-
bone phosphate groups of the viral ss-poly(A) template.
Optimal binding requires one nsp8 subunit in the nsp7-bound
conformation and a second nsp8 subunit in the nsp7-free
conformation, enabling cooperative binding of the template for
the priming reaction, as revealed by our MD simulations. The
resulting insights are particularly valuable since they suggest
that the conformation of the isolated nsp7/nsp8 subcomplex
outside the RTC might not be catalytically relevant for the
priming reaction since the catalytic carboxylates (D50/D52)
would not be properly positioned.
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